Connecting Leaders Across Generations

Fast Facts

- **LEGACY**: OΔK is the oldest national leadership honor society with more than 350,000 members
- **CIRCLES (chapters)**: more than 300 circles of record across the country

OΔK At a Glance

- **LIFETIME**: One-time $94 fee for a lifetime of benefits
- **PRESTIGE**: OΔK is a member of the Honor Society Caucus with the most prestigious honor societies: Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, and Sigma Xi
Reasons To Join Omicron Delta Kappa

Our members report that one of the most important reasons to join Omicron Delta Kappa is being recognized nationally for campus leadership and because of the connections to other leaders.

Explore Member Benefits

Members can receive exclusive discounts on travel, entertainment, insurance, and tech products, and reduced fees for internships and experiential learning programs. In addition, members can take advantage of career connections and networking opportunities.

Qualifications For Membership

To be accepted into Omicron Delta Kappa, you must meet the class and academic criteria and have demonstrated leadership on your campus or in your community.

Steps To Become a Member

Members of O∆K are selected and initiated by the local circles (chapters). Each circle has its own unique process for recruiting and initiating members based on national criteria.